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With the regression equation obtained, one may answer the question: If applicant ~:II,1
Greenley's SAT score is 1110, what would one predict her freshman grade average III
be? The question is answered by substituting X = 1110 into the regression equatiou
and computing Y:

Y = .012(1110) - 11.638
Y = 1.682
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Equation Y = .75X + 2.00
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b= .75/

On the graph, this is equivalent to drawing a vertical line through X = 1110 parulhl
to the Y-axis and determining the Y value at the point of intersection of that venit ,iI
line and the regression line. This point of intersection is Y for X = 1110.

The several computations described above may be performed by many small 1'111
culators designed for scientific purposes and by statistical programs for personal 1'1
larger computers. Typically, you are required to enter XI followed by YI, then X2 1111
lowed by 12, and so on for all pairs of scores. When all data have been entered, (/ .I1i11
b can be obtained with the push of one or two buttons or some other simple C(l111
mand. Some programs will even calculate the predicted value for a specific X sn III
Read the instruction manual for your particular calculator or program, and noel' dill
sometimes m rather than b is used to symbolize the slope and the word "constant" 1111
be used to indicate a, the y-intercept. Procedures to use the StataQuest, MIN ITA 1\
and SPSS programs on a personal computer are given in the Study Guide that a~'(I11II
panies this text. However, it is recommended that students calculate a few regrn~II'1i
examples or exercises "by hand" to become familiar with how the formulas work III
fore moving to programmed calculators or computers.
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Plotting the Regression Line -1
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It is sometimes necessary to plot a regression line once you have obtained its nlf.ll'llI'II'
equation. Two points determine a straight line, and the regression constants, II ,llld /'
will provide those two points. First, mark off a set of axes. Remember, the IIIlY/llliI,' '/1'
ing the predicting (variable X) goes on the horizontal axis (X-axis), and the 1111Y/IIhf, /'1
ing predicted (variable Y) goes on the vertical axis (Y-axis). Suppose the rtf-\II'~~I""
equation is Y = .7SX + 2.00. The regression constants then are a = 2.00 311d /1
incethe value of a is the y-intercept, simply place a point on the Y-axis 3t rill' i'''llii
corresponding to the value calculated for a. In this case a = 2.00, which WIHtld III ,
point on the ordinate 2.00 units above O. If a = -2.00, the point would be Oil i111,'1
dinate but 2.00 units below O.

Now the task is to determine any second point on the line. 11.cc311tha: 1111_1"1
represents the amount of vertical distance relative to horizontal distance bet WI'I II III
two points. Thus, start with the point 11 that you just placed on the Y-nxis ,llId 1111,
lip vertically b units. Prom there, 1110VChorizontally I X unit to till: l'igliL. '1'11,11I~. il,
slope is ,75, SOIllOVCup .75 unit Oil till' )/-~xis for l'Vl'I'y I uuit Y\)II mow riK"t 1"1 ii,

:lxis. lf l!tv slop\' is .75, III(\Vl' down .75 unit 011 till' )' .Ixi~ 1<)1'I'WI Y I tllill I",t
IIlOVl' In till' IIKIiI 011 the X ,I)(I~,
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